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LEIOCEPHALUS CARINATUS ARMOURI (Northern Curlytailed Lizard) OPPORTUNISTIC PREDATION. Distinctive
circumstances can result in opportunistic predation o n atypical prey
(Woodin and Woodin 198 1 . Florida Field Nat. 9:64). Here, we
document an opportunistic predation event by a great barracuda
on a northern curly-tailed lizard, Leioc~epliu1u.rc.clrirzutus L I Y I I I O L L ~ ~ ,
in South Florida.
At ca. 0800 h on 22 August 2002, a sunny day with a temperature around 27"C, a ca. 7.5 cm SVL adult lizard was observed
sunning 0.3 m above the ground on the s ~ ~ i o o tpainted
h,
seawall
above the estuarine canal (the Intracoastal Waterway) near
Woolbright Road in Boynton Beach, Florida (26"30'N, 80°03'W).
Intimate familiarity with the species, especially the characteristic
curl in the tail, revealed the lizard to be a northern curly-tailed
lizard, L. curirzutus aumouri, a well-established exotic species in
Florida (Weigl et al. 1969. Copeia 1969:841842).Three anglers,
visible from the lizard's position, startled the curly-tail by rapidly
approaching its perch from the west. Yet, rather than seek escape
by climbing down the seawall to the adjacent ground, the lizard
tled down the east side of the seawall and promptly fell 1.5 rn
down into ca. 0.5 m deep water. After struggling at the water surface no more than 2-3 seconds, the l i ~ a r ddisappeared from the
surface in a V-waked noisy splash. A relatively small (ca. 70 cm
fork length) great barracuda, Sphruerzc~b ( r r u ~ ~ , u dcould
a , be scen
ca. 0.3 m below the surface holding the lizard sideways in its jaws.
When the anglers climbed onto the seawall to view the commotion, the barracuda, still with the curly-tail, darted out of view.
Observations of the general area continued until about 0805 h, but
neither the barracuda nor lizard was seen again.
A breeding population of curly-tailed lizards has existed at the
Woolbright Road location since at least 1986, and this species is
one of the most common reptiles in the local area (HTS, pers.
obs.). Previous observations of northern curly-tailed lizards over
many years at this site have shown it to be an agile terrestrial reptile that climbs rough-surfaced hard structures (e.g., cement staircases) with ease and habitually seeks shelter in structural crevices
when disturbed. This coupled with unfavorable circumstances of
the lizard being startled and the relatively smooth seawall surface
presenting a poor surface for purchase likely contributed to this
opportunistic predation event.
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